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O N  T H E  C O V E R

We wish all our Indonesian scholars a happy 77th Independence
Day. Our Indonesian scholars represented Avocado at a local event
in Bogor, West Java, as part of the celebrations. They organized
some awesome activities to introduce Avocado DAO through fun
and games, shared with the local community. We are proud to be
part of the festivities and can't wait to share more about the event
in an upcoming blog post.  

I N D O N E S I A  I N D E P E N D E N C E  D A Y

ED I TOR ' S
NOTE

Hi Avocadians

August has been an exciting month
for Avocado. Between our online and
real-life events, our community
continues to thrive and build lasting
impact in the GameFi and real world.

There have been some changes to
some of the scholarship games with
exciting rewards designed to 

August/2022

- AG.Melzzie
Lead Editor

Check out our jampacked edition covering our Treasury Report, new partnerships, and gaming incentives for our
Axie players as Axie Origins is released p6 -7. We continue our crypto glossary, you can test your knowledge on
some technical terms, p15. Find out more about our scholarship games, and get tips and tricks from our
experienced game leaders, as we look at CyBall Reborn and share some alpha on MetaGods, p16. 

TREASURY
I SLAND

Please note: This newsletter and content herein is NOT FINANCIAL ADVICE. The Information within The Avocadian is provided for educational,
informational, and entertainment purposes only, without any express or implied warranty of any kind, including warranties of accuracy,
completeness, or fitness for any particular purpose. The information contained in or provided from or through this newsletter is not intended to
be and does not constitute financial, investment,  or trading advice, or any other advice.

support our players through these
transition periods. We've covered
them here so you can get all the
latest info. 

Happy reading :) 
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A V O C A D I A N  S C O O P
by: AG.Melzzie

We have seen continued growth in community engagement as reflected in our Discord membership, which was at
an incredible 85k (up 31% Q-on-Q) at the time of our Treasury report and has since continued to increase. 
During Q2, we successfully launched the AVG token bridge to the BNB chain as well as our staking program, which
saw our second round of staking fully subscribed. 
We continue to maintain a strong liquid asset portfolio, which is detailed in our report.
We hold NFTs in both characters and land to support our scholarship programs, and our existing yield-farming
activities, as well as for future projects currently in development.

At the end of June 2022, Avocado DAO released its latest Treasury Report detailing the current financial standing of
the DAO, how far we have come, our investments and financial standing at the end of Q2 2022.

Dive into the full  Treasury Report here: 
https://avocadoguild.medium.com/avocado-dao-june-2022-treasury-report-2605b4f8d7c3

August/2022

W H A T  E L S E  I S  N E W ?

Avocado DAO invests in Atmos Labs, launching a unique
metaverse-native sports experience. Their goal is to develop
games that are native to the metaverse and the social culture
that surrounds it.  With the recent release of the MKIV
Datacard,.  giving exclusive benefits, Atmos Labs' first game,
ExoGP, will include features for players and spectators alike.
You can find out more: https://avocadoguild.medium.com

A V O C A D O  I N V E S T S  I N
A T M O S  L A B  

Q2 Treasury Report

When two strong gaming DAOs come together to share
communities and gaming strategies, we see the full
power of web3 gaming guilds. Avocado has partnered
with Korea-based Pro Gamer DAO, (PGD) a hyper-
competitive web3 gaming community, to join forces
across games, starting with League of Kingdoms.  In
addition to uniting our scholars to level up together, PGD
brings its optimized system focused on gameplay.
operations, management, and expanding gaming assets.
You can read more in our medium article:
https://avocadoguild.medium.com

T H E  P O W E R  O F  T W O  G A M I N G
G U I L D S  

https://avocadoguild.medium.com/avocado-dao-avg-to-become-available-on-bnb-chain-via-celer-network-7d41afe6955e
https://avocadoguild.medium.com/avocado-dao-will-soon-launch-its-eagerly-awaited-avg-staking-program-45a8be0e5a8e
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W H A T ' S  B E E N  H A P P E N I N G
I N  T H E  C O M M U N I T Y

During the month of August, Avocado participated in a roundtable session hosted by 21 million. Our co-founder
Brendino, joined by D.G.Pals, discussed the future of guilds in GameFi and crypto, you can catch the recap here:
https://twitter.com/Avocadoguild/status/1555727859435442176?t=7eSV-PoXSoG4c6BZTX8ajw&s=19

MetaGods team joined us for an AMA and played the beta version of their Action RPG game. They also leaked
some gaming alpha, more about this on p16!

Atmos Labs airdropped MXIV Datacard NFTs for their upcoming metaverse- natesports game, ExoGP, giving the
lucky winners exclusive access and in-game benefits.

Avocado hosted G4AL for an AMA on the beta release of their game, Elemental Raiders, a free2play, turn-based
battle RPG set in a fascinating world full of magic. They also gave away treasure chests containing three
customized Avocado Heroes.

August/2022

C O M M U N I T Y  P H O T O S
by: AG.Skyy

Cowcow#6307

        Kenjie09#2987 became an Avocado DAO Axie
scholar in July 2021. After a year, he is now playing
multiple scholarship games with the guild. He lost his job
during the pandemic and joining Avocado helped him get
back on his feet. He was able to buy himself a PC which
he now uses to play scholarship games, help his fellow
scholars, and serve the Avocado DAO community.
Kenjie09#2987 believes that Avocado DAO will rise to
be the number one guild in the metaverse, and he can't
wait to get more scholarships. 

Kenjie09#2987

        Cowcow#6307 became an Axie scholar in July
2021 and now plays six more scholarship games. Her
parents lost their jobs, and after joining Avocado, she
was able to fulfill the needs of her family. She was also
able to find new friends that helped and supported her
emotionally. Cowcow#6307 said: “The experience at
Avocado can't be measured with money because the
friendship and the bond that you found within the
community is priceless.” Cowcow#6307 sees herself
working with Avocado in the coming years.

https://twitter.com/Avocadoguild/status/1555727859435442176?t=7eSV-PoXSoG4c6BZTX8ajw&s=19


T E A M  S P O T L I G H T  

Q: How did you begin at Avocado?
A: One fine December morning when the dawn was
softly calling, I was looking for internships during my
summer break from uni. It was 2021 and I browsed
past a vacancy at Avocado guild. With one glance at
the website, I was moved by how benevolent this guild
was, helping so many communities around the world. 

"I immediately wanted to contribute to this
incredible organization, so I applied."

I soon received an interview with Sir Jdash, and the
rest is history. Now I work full-time for Avocado and
mainly contribute to business operations whilst
assisting the beloved marketing team as well.

Q: What are your tasks at Avocado? 
A: I help with wallet management for our NFT games,
data analytics, and scholar payments - I also do quite a
bit of writing too. So far, I’ve been assisting the Mods
with game operations for Axie Infinity, CyBall,
Karmaverse and Genopets. It has been unbelievably
exciting to onboard so many new NFT games over the
past year. (Hint: D.G.Pals, League of Kingdoms and
Ev.io scholarships are just around the corner!)

"The amount of interwoven learning at
Avocado is impeccable!"

Soon I’ll be taking over the reins for CyBall and some
management tasks for Wasted Lands and Elpis Battle
too. Within this wondrous spaceship, I am also the
Lead of Community- so I am in charge of a lot of guild
events, community management, and I do my best to
make sure our scholars are always having a lovely time
here :) I also mentor three of our Avocadian Aces
where I teach them new skills, provide guidance and
impart all my brain juices to prospectively empower
them on their Web3 journey. 

Interview with AG.Sharon
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We're going behind the scenes to showcase some of our
team members. This month, we shine the spotlight on
AG. Sharon - our multi-talented, Avocadian operative,
who, together with the team, ensures that  game
management operates smoothly for all our scholars. 

Q: What is your favorite thing about working at
Avocado DAO?
A: I love that I’m able to level up on a lot of technical
skills whilst continuing my passion for helping people. 

"At every single layer of this guild,
we are improving the lives of so many.

 
Be it gaming scholarships, work experiences,
educational Web3 programs, community bonding,
rewarding opportunities, or lifelong friendships that
you truly can’t make anywhere else." It’s so heart-
warming to see everything we do behind the scenes
materialize.

Q: What motivates you and keeps you going?
A: It’s the fact that we’re being presented with a
platform to make such a positive difference around the
world. I don’t take this opportunity lightly, so no matter
how tired I get some days, even if my work can improve
the life of just one person, I know my efforts are worth
it :)

Q: Any advice for people who want to get into web3?
A: The Web3 space is a fascinating treasure trove of
knowledge, ideas and innovation. No matter what,
you’re bound to learn something new each day with the
way decentralization is able to transform so many
conventional benchmarks in banking, finance and
gaming. Accessibility and interconnection are at a peak,
so don’t be afraid to explore every opportunity!   

"You are staring straight into the future of our
world, just through the exquisite lens of

advanced screening."

PLEASE NOTE: The views and opinions expressed in the Avocadian’s articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. 



Indonesia's 77th Independence Day

"The best! - Perfect!" These are the words from one of our Avonauts, AG.yb,  of the Avocadians who attended and
experienced the 77th Indonesia Independence Day with Avocado DAO in Bogor, West Java on the 16th and 17th of
August.  The objective of this event was to educate and provide opportunities for people within the local community
to get to know Avocado DAO and learn about web3, crypto literacy, and the metaverse. 

In conjunction with the festivities, we also celebrated Avocado DAO's anniversary with our fellow Indonesian
scholars and event goes. AG.yb said: "During this event, we were able to make a lot of people smile, not only because
of playing games, but we also educated people about crypto, Avocado, the metaverse and blockchain. This
empowers people to prepare for new changes in the future and to give them many opportunities through these
periods.”

Along with educating and providing opportunities, the event also aimed to strengthen relationships between
Avocado DAO's scholars and nearby communities, enhancing teamwork and sharing knowledge.

UPLIFTING THE AVOCADIAN
COMMUNITY

M O D  U P D A T E
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By AG.Demdem

 N E W  R E W A R D S  F O R  A L L  S C H O L A R S

50 x 100% payout scholarships for our current and

future games in which you are not currently an

Avocado Scholar.

25 x T-shirts to win - which will be delivered to you!

We are currently offering a 1-month promo to ALL our

scholars! If you complete this player dashboard form by

September 8, 2022, you will receive a raffle ticket to

win one of the following prizes on offer: 

Fill in the form via our Discord announcement channel.



This month's AvoArmy 

vania sasikirana#9432 
Wistern2#7553 
otik#8107 
Kenjiii?#1643 
Chay#8230 
Janzz#5198 
HADES#0440 
5fbb285c04d1cb00...
jenZB#1829 
Kesssii#8620 
Orio.WR#3183 
Railgun#8662 
Ralph Bryan
Layague#5465 
RasiMo#3383
SKYLIGHTTT#5029 

leenz#9351 
Mikeeel#1746 
roriii#8963 
nico1231#3153 
wahidinobi#9954 
ambroxah#7269 
Ka2Rot#9572 
MarkBarcelon#3757 
Mirc's#3187 
QueenYuno#0568 
i86#0724 
Reyzexe#8729 
Jobert#9725 
faith16#7979 
Ahyan#0037
charliemac#2475

T H E  A V O C A D I A N August/2022

Avocado recognizes and rewards the most active and supportive members of our guild. These are
the scholars who participate the most within the community on our social channels (Discord and
Telegram). They show their support on our social media platforms (Facebook, Twitter, and
Medium), by joining our events, webinars and AMAs and helping the Avocadian community.

These scholars, who are appointed every month will be given the Avocadian Army role, and will
get chances to win extra prizes to reward their contribution. Starting on the 1st  to the last day of
each month, the team will be monitoring and assessing scholars to award this title and extra perks.
New Avocado Army scholars are announced in Discord at the start of each month.

Rewarding Avocado's Most Active Members  

A U G U S T ' S  A V O A R M Y By AG.Mxmx

M O D  U P D A T E

From August 12, 2022, Axie Classic no longer rewards $SLP.

To help our beloved scholars with the transition to Axie

Origin, follow the designated steps by 30 September 2022,

and receive a 100% share of SLP.

Axie 100% Share Rewards 
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 Stranger#6687 
tobleRON#8385 
JU DE000#3491 
Kimrain13#7907 
AndrianoRomeo#0672 
fedeeMar#4125 
Gotaa#1037 
Jarpix#3802 
JIJI#1097 
Jouzka#8924 
Luxeux#0327 
avenss#5177 
Andrianoo#6192 
Spiffy#9535 
YngveLannerback#9841
Kyura#9787  
Codename.Snake#5322 

         Play at least 10 days in total from now until Sep 30, 2022

         Axie Swaps allowed [form in our Discord announcements] 

         40 Energy allowed [form in our Discord announcements]

Hop on and play Axie Origin to get your 100% share of SLP! 

Find out more in our Discord announcement channel. 
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C O M M U N I T Y  E V E N T S

August has been a fun-filled summer month packed with exciting games, from playing online
with Brendino to hosting in-real-life events to celebrate Indonesian Independence Day and
share Avocado and web3 gaming with the local community.  

CONTESTS, TOURNAMENTS & WINNER ANNOUNCEMENTS
by: AG.AtomArc

August/2022

"Happiness is derived through assisting, sharing, and interacting with others." Avocado DAO expressed its
commitment to its mission to serve the community first. Our IRL (In real-life) events in Indonesia have brought joy,

kindness, and knowledge about the Avocado community."

Empowering Communities

Last year December, Avocado DAO brought smiles to everyone's
faces during an IRL event to support the local community during the
pandemic to offer relief to the fishermen of Kampung Nelayan,
Pangandaran, a small fishing village in West Java, Indonesia,
introducing them to the Indonesian Avocado community and
sharing the benefits of GameFi both online and in the real world.
Check out the video: https://youtu.be/GQIvagdpDZo

Camaraderie and Opportunity

We attended another IRL event to participate in Indonesian
Independence Day on the 17th of August. Avocado DAO took part in
local events and educated people about the guild and the amazing
gaming opportunities it offers through fun activities.  



COMMUNITY EVENTS
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We are on Twitch!

Winners

Avocado DAO is now on Twitch! This month, we
streamed our Axie tournament. Don't forget to follow
our official Twitch account to find out about exciting
tournaments and other fun things that will be live
streamed on our channel! 

Twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/avocado_guild

AG. puppy_hi
AG. Orio.WR
AG. IAmPanda
AG. kenjie09
AG. marciall
AG. ! ! ! Jasper
AG. Frediesaguild
AG. choi
AG. Ian.Pinoy15
AG. Robs
AG. Ge Ral Dine
AG. geannsalazar

AG. chay
AG. cent
AG. EcLiPsE
AG. soopafly
AG. Miracle Zena
AG. EcLiPsE
AG. soopafly
AG. Miracle Zena
AG. Rdvdevilla28
AG. jerome
AG. Skyy
AG. Returnee

AG. Akari
AG. nuwel99
AG. Zachy#6818
AG. alexandermercado
AG. Erickbien
AG. SHING
AG. Socorro
AG. _julius_
AG. ian21295
AG. royce
AG. cayden09
AG. Railgun

AG. KaylaLagrimas
AG. ZS25
AG. Kenneth
AG. AUGUST
AG. cowcow
AG. Charlie Gordon
AG. Ka2Rot
AG. nico1231
AG. Bebs Omania
AG. Phattzy
AG. Adrian Aliermo
AG. josephine

Avocado's Birthday $SLP Giveaway
Excitement. Competitiveness. Triumph. Avocado DAO
celebrates its birthday with an abundance of presents
worth 500K SLP! The giveaway was open to all our
loyal Avocadians who have stayed with us over time
and help make the Avocado DAO a better place.

Another Axie Infinity Tournament happened to
highlight the skills and intelligence of Avocadians.
There were over 407 registered applicants and 128
tournament players. They competed against one
another by employing mind-bogglingly intricate
techniques and strategies.

Axie Infinity Tournament

https://www.twitch.tv/avocado_guild


T H E  A V O C A D I A N

cowcow#6307
Nikz0023#1621
nemia1621#5407
Botoy#5568
baidex#0096
Leenz#9351
johnly#1328
Ahyan#0037
Returnee#2888
Hatta#2698
A.G.JoelAcharon#
1180
Maxxqui#6721
Majimbo#5328
AnoShape#1284
phwatz2359#593
2
Florvin#6669
Kyura#9787
Pitzzz15#6423
john.R#3769
mmarifel#7333

COMMUNITY EVENTS
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20 x 100% share 
scholarships

Returnee#2888
baidex#0096
Pogi#4987
zhyryl#6189
wahidinobi#9954
Ian.Pinoy15#0879
AtomArc#6611
Zachy#6818
ric#3639
radgher#7569

10 x Avocado 
T-Shirts

phwatz2359#5932
verongwapo123#7257
AYINGJAMES#7197
Jeevs#5411
Mark Anthony Sollestre-
- Bandales#1448
Awenn#1629
GelloCarbonel#0436
alexandermercado#9709
Codename.Snake#5322
wanengskieee#7858
Marina Tan#1444
dexury#9205
HaKRuuai#2874
A.G.outtakesu#3749
PH_Yasuo | DHR-G#7433
Angelo.#4759
IAmPanda#7368
elizabeth liones#2511
AnoShape#1284
cowcow#6307
Yangquin#3621
SeanoyPh#7521
Jas10#6838
DarkRider_#5256
angelito.Umpad#5742

Ahyan#0037
Juu#3614
A.G AUGUST#0651
eboy#1970
Wistern2#7553
ChazakYsrael#7752
gemmar#9241
Sitang03#9739
i86#0724
ZS25#6107
Joyson#6153
nuwel99#6963
jea#8652
van#5885
Christmas#6823
Kirus#2330
KingJames#6695
frediesaguid#6792
AtomArc#6611
robertvillasoto#1301
Lyca Gajila#5835
jerome#5530
ishasein#2703
rico05#4427
Zachy#6818

50 x Axie NFTs

Battlepass Raffle Winners

Battlepass Raffle Contest
Our battle-pass contest involved playing for 21 days and scoring off the days on the battle pass. Our active
Avocadian participants were entered into a raffle draw to win extravagant prizes including 50 Axie NFT, 10
Avocado T-shirts signed by none other than Sir Brendino, and 20 scholarship positions for a future game with a 100
percent payment.



W O R D  P U Z Z L E

AVOCADIANS 

TREASURY 

TOKENS

DASHBOARD 

STAKING 

SHARE

SCHOLARS 

REWARDS 

GAMEFI

 

Help Avocadude search for the
words below to win the puzzle. 
There are 9 hidden words to find. 
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There are 20 differences in Avocadude's picture. Can you spot them all?

S P O T  T H E  D I F F E R E N C E



A R T W O R K S
&  A R T I S T S

Curated by  AG.Mxmx

"Art must 

take Reality 

By Surprise."
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Artists of Avocado

     We love how creative our Avocadians are.
Each month, we see more talent of all genres 

and this month is no different!
 

August brings more fresh art from our community.
AG.Jarpix, AG.Natsumo, and AG. Larc's pieces are

featured in this month's art section.
 

Thank you Avocadians for sharing your artistic
talents, they are always so awesome!

-Jarpix#3802 

August/2022

(cont'd on page 13

- Natsumo#9835

Quote by 
- Francoise Sagan



- Larc#1532

30-Day 
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W H A T ' S  N E W  I N  C R Y P T O

CRYPTO UPDATES
by: AG. Melzzie 

CyBall Reborn v1.1 brings exciting development updates 

CyBall has recently upgraded its gameplay, made some enhancements and added new features in the release of
the new version, Reborn version 1.1. 
This new version will see some updates that will make the game even more fun and interactive, allowing players to
have deeper insight into their gameplay and more features to help increase their strategies and earn CBT. 
 
Reborn v1.1 was released on August 9, 2022, for Windows and Android, with Mac to be confirmed soon. Windows
(and Mac) versions will run via a game launcher and players will need to reinstall the game to access the new
features.



                                                  Avocado joins forces with Pro Gamer Dao 
in League of Kingdoms 
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New game mode: Custom Rooms — players can now set up rooms to compete in friendly matches, as well as

organize and participate in self-hosted tournaments.

Nicknames will now be shown in the custom rooms, and in the future, nicknames will also appear on versus screen,

strategy screen, and match screen.

New game feature: CyBall Reborn v1.1 will now have a replay function. Matches will automatically be recorded,

giving players the opportunity to review their matches so that they can perfect their strategy and tactics.

Game enhancements: This includes in-built hotkeys during matches, revamp of collection and strategy screen.

Here are some of the new additions to CyBall Reborn v1.1 from which our scholars can benefit: 

Our scholars are already deploying the new version and utilizing the additional features to level up. They are loving
the custom rooms and the replay function to review their gameplay and tactics each round. With the custom rooms,
we can’t wait to host our in-house Avocado x CyBall PVP tournaments, coming super soon! 

Crypto Updates     cont'd  

LOK is the first MMORTS game built on blockchain technology that enables players to fully own their land and
seamlessly trade digital resources through blockchain-powered marketplaces. The game requires good strategy and
teamwork. Our scholars said: The game’s similarities to real-life politics give an interesting backdrop to building
castles, gathering resources, and raising armies. A unique feature of LOK is the freedom it gives the player to make
rules, cooperate with, or battle against entire continents to win $LOKA, the game’s governance token.

Our scholars really enjoy LOK’s continent versus continent (CvC) mechanics which encourage hundreds of players
from different countries and cultures to unite and strategize together to win CvC PvP events. Different guilds and
alliances within a continent need to work together, share resources, and strategize if they want to win in battle against
a rival continent. For the winning side, the rewards of victory are shared between the participants in the form of
$LOKA Tokens.

Our Avocadian scholars find LOK engaging, with a huge cooperative community. The rewards and resource-burning
systems, including the introduction of Drago NFTs, have been carefully designed to make the game more sustainable
and the team spirit makes it fun and immersive.

This collaboration unites our two gaming communities to play our partner game, League of Kingdoms (LOK), one of
the world’s fastest growing web3 massively multiplayer online real-time strategy (MMORTS) games.

PLEASE NOTE: The views &  opinions expressed in the Avocadian’s articles are those of the authors &  do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. 

PLEASE NOTE: The views &  opinions expressed in the Avocadian’s articles are those of the authors &  do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. 
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Node: A node contains a piece of information and can be linked to a tree of nodes. Nodes communicate with and
participate in the peer-to-peer network to perform functions such as validating transactions and maintaining
network safety.

Open-Source: Code or data that is shared publicly and free and open for anyone to test, use, update and
distribute openly.  

Oracle: An agent that communicates, verifies and authenticates the accuracy of external data. It is used as a
bridge between smart contracts and other external sources.

Peer to Peer (P2P): When a network of computers connect and share information or divide tasks or workload
between peers without passing through a centralized network.  

Turing complete: Named after Alan Turing who envisioned a machine, that given enough time and required data,
could solve any computational problem, no matter how complex it may be. 

Application Programming Interface (API): A piece of code that enables two websites or applications to
communicate and share data.

GitHub: A folder or repository where a technical team can share their open-source data to collaborate, share and
save the code and allow others to openly view and test it.  

Interplanetary File System (IPFS): Distributed content storage where all kinds of digital data can be stored and
shared. IPFS uses peer-to-peer networking to receive the fastest response from the closest peers. 

Layer 0: A layer 0 protocol allows for entire blockchains to be built on top of it. It is the foundation layer upon
which decentralized chains can be built.
 
Lightning Network: A lightning speed network that allows increased transaction speed between nodes to enable
faster transactions and communication of data.

T R I V I A  -  G L O S S A R Y  O F  C R Y P T O  T E R M S
The Crypto world is full of technical terms, financial jargon, and phrases specific to
the industry. These are some terms you may come across as you delve into the space.



1: Go to Metagods.gg and press: 

2: On the next page, press:                                                                    This will take you to the intro and the town of Ambrosia.

3: Talk to all the NPCs in the Town of Ambrosia (Talk to the Farmer last).

4: Push Perseus down the Hole and - then talk to the farmer.

5: When you talk to the farmer, choose the “Lemon” option  
This will open the portal in the middle of the town:

MetaGods joined us for an AMA where they shared the beta testing of their game and gave our
community some first-hand alpha about the game.  Here are some tips and tricks to level up to
advance through the MetaGods world.  
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G A M I N G  I N S I G H T S
Avocado x MetaGods Streaming Event

by: AG.RenRenValdez

How to Access the Alpha?

PLEASE NOTE: The views and opinions expressed in the Avocadian’s articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. 
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In-game tip:
The best character in the game is the Necromancer. He has guided missiles (or skulls), can summon a
skeleton to tank for you and his ultimate move is to bring back from the dead a ghost, that both absorbs and
deals damage!

@avocadoguild

@avocadoguild

t.me/avocado_guild

discord.gg/avocadoguild

avocadodao.io

Avocado DAO is  a blockchain gaming gui ld that aims to unlock l i fe-changing opportunit ies
and rewarding experiences for  i ts  community members .

AVOCADO DAO 

G A M I N G  I N S I G H T S (continued)

PLEASE NOTE: The views and opinions expressed in the Avocadian’s articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. 

Avocado DAO has acquired some of its own land plots in the MetaGods universe as can be seen on their website:
https://app.metagods.gg/bossmap (you can toggle with the control- screenshot above).

The in-game dialogue has been carefully designed based on the Greek Gods but brings it into modern times and
culture by including little fun facts in the story such as Gods being addicted to their phones. 

Rumour has it, that when you look straight into Medusa's eyes, you will not be stunned but she will cry chocolate
tears. We'd love to know if it's true!  

Avocado's Land in MetaGods Metaverse 
MetaGods is one of the world’s first Action RPG built on the blockchain and NFTs are both character and land
assets within the game.  


